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In Our Sikh Year

Former Local Man
Appointed To Staff
Of Mission Board

Murray,

Ky., Monday Afternoon, August 12, 1%8

Local Men Swap Civilian
Clothes For The GI Khaki

Vol. LXXXIX No. 191

101 Per Copy

Ty Holland Is Named As
President of the KHSAA
Board of Control Today
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by one sister. Mrs. Henrietta issue of your newspaper; your according to court records:
Funeral services have been
The Calloway County Sheriff's
the New Hope Methodist Church
owned and ridden by Curry of 105 Pine Street, Mist- solicitude for the welfare of
Stardust,
D. L. Finney, no safety hel- were reported shot at along office is investigating a robbery
scheduled for Tuesday at the
Jerry Crouch, third place.
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helsafety
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ing of Paducah
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will
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United Press International proper registration, one for
Civil Defense
ledge Funeral Home said the brother, Homer Cole of St. Louyou disagree, whether it is a intoxicated, amended to reckopen bids on fire truck apparCivilian pilot Eugene Ely riding a motor cycle with no
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a
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Funeral
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costs
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Respectfully,
noise, fined $10.00
Room 106 in
platform on the deck of the motor cycle with no helmet,
urged to attend.
three
great meets tonight at
Funeral Home is in charge of grandchildren;
Sheila Bucy
' J. D. Cochran, speeding% fined Cruiser
Wilson Hall on the MSU camp
Six firms have been invited the arrangements.
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Quotes From The News
By UNITED MUM INTRRNATIONAL

Los ANGELES — Sgt. William Costleigh of the Los
Angeles Police Department, commenting on how the police were going to handle the disturbance which basiO_
out in Watts Sunday night:
"We're not waiting for this thing to die down like We
did in 1965. Now we know what has to be done and we're
doing it."
•

NEW YORK — Jackie Robinson explaining why he
will resign from Gov. Nelson Rockefeller's staff and support the Democratic nominee for president:
"I believe that Mr Richard Nixon has prostituted
himself and sold himself out to the bigots in the south."

ATLANTA — Gov. Lester Maddox, announcing that
he may run for president to "save" the Democratic party.
"There's a wave of patriotism and conservatism
sweeping the country. I've said this for years."
GARGALIANOI, Greece — Former cabinet minister
Manoilis Kefaloyannis, commenting on the vice presidential candidate of Maryland Gov. Spiro T. Agnew,
whose father migrated to America from this Greek town
70 years ago:
"I can't believe it. Whatte00 We ere."

Bible Thoughtfor Today
And the people said unto Joshua, The Lord our God
will we serve, and his yoke will we obey.— Joshua 24:U.
Even today it seems necessary for the Prophet to encourage us to return to God.

Ten Years Ago Today.
LEDGER a TIMES FILE

Robert Frezenhagen, 18, Downer's Grove, Ill., drowned this morning about 8:30 in Kentucky Lake near the
Oscar Kline boat dock near Cypress Creek at the Kentucky-Tennessee border.
Mrs. Joe Ben Culpepper died this morning at the
Murray Hospital after an illness of only four days.
The discovery of a deposit of high-purity silica sand
Which could possibly bring new and expanded industry
Into Western Kentucky was announced by the Kentucky
Geological Survey today
Tommy Wells of Murray has signed a bonus contract
with the Los Angeles Dodgers baseball team. He is the
'410n of Mr. and Mrs Tom Wells

. 20 Years Ago Today
Lima= a riau.S FILE
Pat Moore, Benton, district governor of 434:Lions
Club, spoke to the Murray Lions in his guest speaking
engagement since he was elected to the office.
Miss Ruth Ashmore, house mother at Murray State
College, won 6, Tennessee walking horse awarded by the
National Stares.
Announcement was made pf the engagement of Miss
Anna Mr Holton to Charles Hughes Hamlin at a tea
held at the Woman's Club House
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NOW YOU KNOW

Chicago Acquiring 100-Story "Microcity"

Seeking A
New Course

Family Page
Shorts
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by United Press International
Richard M Nixon is the sec
ond man to win the Republican
party presidential nomination

a second time after losing a

By Cerstral Press
presidential election. The other
Sense Changes Made
CHICAGO—The world's tall(UPI / —The dif- was Thomas E. Dewey.
YORK
NEW
est and most spectacular officeference between night and day
residential skyscraper. 100Isn't what it used to be, when
story John Hancock Center, is
It comes to education.
rising rapidly toward its full
More than 50 per cent of the
height of more than a quarter
total college population is now
of a mile.
enrolled in ie-enine sessions,
The Purchase Area Economic
When completed in 1969, it
according to a report In "ColOpportunity Council is trying to
will be one of the architectural
lege Management," a Journal
gain a sense Of direction which
wonders of the 20th Century-for school bosses. The quality
has been missing in the past.
a city within a city—which may
and scope of the education
eo a news conference Friday
well revolutionize planning of
I p
they are getting is improving,
morning, Sam Porter, tempor- downtown areas everywhere.
the editors reported.
ary executive director of PAEOC,
Consider a few statistics on
outlined his ideas for the future
this Goliath ot the nation's skyCooling It course of the poverty council.
line:
NEW YORK (UPT)—Babies
Porter said he hopes the
It will shortly become the
aren't the only ones to suffer
second tallest building in the
PAEOC can concentrate its effrom prickly heat. Mom. Dad,
world (New York City's Em/arts '-nri solving problems in
teen-agers and little leaguers
three areas: Housing, employ- pire State Building Is only 21
know the hot weather annoyfeet taller I. The completed
ment and- education. Commitance of itchy chafed summer
main structure of John Han.
tees will be set up in these areas
skin, too
to
soars
a
Center
height
cock
recommend
specific
to
programs
Authorities recommend borof 1.107 feet. It will Boon be
for action, he said
rowing baby powder for the
344-foot
twin
by
antentopped
Porter said PAEOC staff memailment Its high absorbency
nas, giving it a total height of
bers are being asked to submit
and light fresh scent help see
1,451 feet.
their thoughts as to what the
you coolly through the mos
If laid on end, the Center
purpose and direcuon of the
humid days. Dust the powder
would be longer than the longcouncil should be. Outside sugnext to all of you right down
est ship ever built. the U.S.
gestions are welcome, he added.
to your toes before you dress.
attcraft carrier Enterprise. Its
In the past few months. the
framework is constructed with
Lens Logistics
PAEOC has been reduced to an
42,000 tons of steel, enough to
SAN ANTONIO (UPI) —
adrninistrauve and financial
build 28.000 automobiles. Some
Cameras are clicking at Hemshell by dissent—both internal
of the supporting columns
isPair. Keepers of such statisand external
weigh up to 100 tons each.
tics report 89.3 per cent of the
The Mid-Atlantic office of the
• • •
fair's visitors carry a camera.
Office of Economic Opportunity
THE WORLD'S tallest allThe favorite target is the 622recently granted the PAEOC a electric building, the center will
foot Tower of the AMericaa,
authorizone month extension,
contain 850 miles of wiring and
the fair's theme-symbol topped
ing to spending of surplus consume enough power to supThe John Hancock Center, nearing completion, tapers
with a revolving restaurant
money
ply a city of 30,000 inhabitanta.
above
skyward
Chicago's
midtown
skyscrapers.
and an observation platform.
Further funding past Sept. 1
It is faced with 11,459 panes of
Next they focus on the UniConsider the building's taperhas been withheld pending
glass, which, if produced in a historic old Water Tower which
ted States Pavilion, followed
PAEOC reorganization and ansingle five-foot sheet, would suryieied the great Chicago fire ing s,des, for example. Office by the Mini-Monorail, the Plyspace is mist efficient and proof 1871.
swenng of an 0E0 evaluatKO • measure 13 miles in length
the MerIts lower flocrs house 825,000 duces optimum income when it ing Totonaca Indians.
report which all but condemned
When construction reaches its
cury Water Ski Show. Kodak
space.
feet
is
in
office
of
square
offered
large
blocks.
This
the PAEOC in May
peak, some 2.000 men will be at
founSeven hundred and five apart- space is thus situated on the Pavilion and numerous
Porter, who called the news
work on the building. Fifty of
tains that sprinkle the landto
and
studio
of
lower
larger
from
floors
ments
the
ranging
conference to orient local media
the world's fastest elevators
scape. Most visitors are shootfour-bedroom size are situated building.
and the public to what his ideas
1.800 feet a minute' and five
ing still pictures but 24 perand
Office
stories.
to
Apartment
dwellers
wish
upper
its
on
are for PAEOC's future. Said
escalators will carry about
cameras and
residential tenants will be be remote from traffic noise cent tote movie
total involvement will be needed
10.500 passengers a day.
an average of
served by separate entrances and enjoy an exciting, high- expect to shoot
if the PAEOC (lopes to re-eain
More than a million persons and elevators,--so both groups level view of the city. In the 143 feet of film.
its feet and move in a positive
a year are expected to visit the can enjoy ccmplete privacy and center, apartments begin where
direction
skyscraper's glassed - in 94th security.
many buildings end -at the Cash for Casualty
"We need total local partici- floor observatory which will ofUPI) — Last
New YORK
• • •
45th floor
and continue
pation," Porter explained. fer a view of four states (Inyear the nation's insurance
APARTMENT dwellers will through the 92nd story.
middle class, whites,.
tan& Wisconsin, Michigan and step into inzeet-level elevators
The five huge steel Xs which companies paid $1.2 billion in
Negroes, the private and public
Illinois,. A bi-level gourmet and travel non-stop'to the 44th parade up each side of the disability income benefits, re—N.Y. Times
sectors, local organizations, inrestaurant will be built on floors floor -Sky Lobby," whose building are of unprecedented ports the Health Insurance In95 and 96. The top four floors amenities will include a restau- visual interest and in keeping stitute. Ten years earlier they
dustry, business "
s.,•4 by
—
will house mechanical equip- rant, commissary, service shops. with a history of architectural paid $740 million.
"We also need to get the re-,
Brooks
Richard
ment. The bonding will cost and the highest above-ground innovation in Chicago, mother
The increase in the amount
action of the public so we can
vs,des 16 adsrssniwt unkirc lewely
,
ggssschas
ns,," 0
295 million.
paid stems from the feet that
• sccornoon.e
set the stage fox action." Porter
swimming pool in the world city of the skyscraper.
• • •
said.
. The boldly exposed Xs in ef- an estimated 57 million AmeriA meeting of the PAEOC's
THE CENTER is situated on '•,(ft
6 ef"ctehter's unieue design feet make the building's frame cans now have the special kind
Th
executive committee will be held Chicago's "Magnificent Mile." reflects the logic of form fol- a huge trussed box of enormous of private protection known as
Monday at 7- 30 p.m. in the an elegant length of Michigan lowing function. It also is an strength and rigidity. The Xs disability insurance. This pays
office of Graves County Judge Avenue which has long been example of technicaj virtuoeitylgive the building a dynamic vis- weekly or monthly benefits to
"cy 10^.
, :7;;T.
5 Pe'ec.se
o
Dick Castleman in Mayfield.
lfamous for its smart shops, which has already attracted in- ual geoneetry as well as a high help replace wages lost when A
sick.
or
hurt
this
galleries,
''At
meeting we'll try to
degree' riLstnictural efficiency.
restaurants and the eernatieniii attention.
tie together some of the loose
ends that Washington has called
for,' Porter said.
Castleman is temporary chairman of the PAEOC board of
directors
At its 'fast meeting. the
PAEOC adjourned after a short
meeting because of a lack of a
quorum The selection of the.
PAEOC's new board was shroud—
ed in confusion and Porter said
1 so at any time in her life,.
"things are now being straightBy ARMY ARCNERD
Lena's career in Hollywood
out
•
— Central Press Association
had more than its share of
Correspondent
The executive committee may
stormy weather, including the
HOLLYWOOD - Lena Horn,
carry out business — subject to
picture of the same name in
is making her movie "comeboard approval — between regwhich she also sang the title
back- at 51 after an absence of
ular board meetings.
tune. Her departure fitim • the
more than 12 year. during
Porter said many Of the
MGM contract was also a highly
which time there have been a
PAEOC staffers who sympathdramatic experience in her life.
few changes in the industry's
ized with the Poor Peoples Comattitude
But she was almost getting acand the nation's
mittee and helped thwart the
customed to it.
toward the Negro,
election "are comnig back
- --Lena is playing her first.
/Viet years- - or - -playing the
straight dramatic role, opposite
night club circuit and concert
Porter emphasized the ImportRichard Widmark in a western.
tours. Lena was about to make
ance of the people agreeing on
"Patch,- in which she is Widher big break in television When
what PAEOC's role should be
marirs mistress, later, his wife.
she foiind herselithe innocent
and then working toward these
And, oh yes, she is also the
victim of a blac ist -political.
goals
madam of a western house of
that Is.
Ill repute.
This matter was eventually
• • •
straightened and she made
AT NO TIME in the film is
SOUTH SIXTEENTH — WISWELL ROAD
many television appearances,
there any mention of color diffollowed by a series - in rengference between Miss Home and
land
Widmark. When she was first
• • •
told
was
she
offered the film,
ADMITTEDLY the first "sex"
a
of
that
simply
the story was
of
her race. Lena
symbol
woman in Tove—WITh a mom shrugs off her problems over
reasons
-That's one of the main
the years in the show biz world
I was anxious to do it," she adwith. "I guess my timing was
mits. -The treatment is totally
off
.
.
adult and in tune with our
When she gave up Hollywood,
•
times.
'•••
she returned to night clubs to
How did she feel about play• .
_bemire- the highest paid femele
ing a madam'
'in cabarets. She set the pace for
-Don't forget," she reminded,
all Negro 4male and female, enActress-singer Lena Horne
"the role of the Negro in the
tertainerie who have since foe
costumed for her new
Old West ts_ one that has been
off-beet movie role.
sadly neglected. The truth is
But ni;ie, after years of livthere were many Negro cowand Eddie tRochester, Ander- ing out of a suitcase, Lena adboys, just as there were, as' son, the butler in is film steemits she'd like to settle down in
might be reasonably expected,
ring Jeanette MacDonaldilland Hollsheciod and follow her return
with
along
prostitutes,
Negro
Robert Young. In the test, the in "Patch" with more -film work.
the white girls."
•
studio wanted Lena, tc• ena
• • •
"Rochester's", color so they apto conducLENA
is
married
deca
different
THINGS were
plied dark makeup on her. Then tor-composer Lennie Hayton and
ade or PO ago in Hollywood, she they were unable to light Lena
they will celebrate their 21st
reminded. "I was seldom an in- properly! Stie describes the
anniversary in December. She
WRITES FIRST TIME—EVERY TIME
tegral part of a picture And I tes
atier
"disaster."
e
k
in
dli
"
d
e
at
ook
jit
..tIaa
has two, children by her previous
Was rarely given a _chance,- to
:lute woman Gist marriage. Son Ted is a
appear with the other performto do a part in black- social worker in Watts and
ers in the cast. Instead, I was -trying
P.S. She didn't get the daughe r Gall is, married to diusually superimpoeed on a pro- face."
rector Sydney Lumet. They have
role Ethel Waters played it.
duction.
• • •
a daughter, Amy.
"They would have me lean
Lena
last film was "Meet
LENA had a small rule in
against a pillar under a bright
Me in Lig Vegas," in 1958. She
spotlight and give me a song or "Panama Hattie," starring Red
Mar- has just asked her father to
two to sing the kind of role Skelton. Ann Sothern and
Lena didn't leave Ns job as manager of a
that could easily be deleted, and sha Hunt. However,
was in Las Vegim motel she owns to
frequently was. In the early work with them. She
numbers that could also con.e and live with her in
the
L4GH1 FANTASTIC It
days, when a film was exhibited one of those
played a Latin. Hollywo,e1
heart of one type of ,.ndusin certain theater, of the be deleted. She
ornrin
Judgeg by Lena's looks, she
some,4,i
I..ropamnimca11
,. ,hrpvNeergtr,ciweds
trial laser. A PPG Indegries
south."
to 'could be starting her first Ca..optically pure glass rod with
For her screen test, for ex- pleated that she Was trying
reer in I olivw0On today.
to
play a -maid,
ample, she was_to
iron impurities held .to .003
----of one per cent. Ordinary
window glans hais .1 of one
on
per cent —irThe first Distinguished fly.
Such lasers - intensified
ing Cross awarded for a paralight ore. used to cut weld,
chute jump was given to VLSgt.
St - 75247I1
drill :Ind measure distances
Ralph W. Etottriel. He made the
with infinite precision
jump in May 1919,
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Lena Home's long-Awaited Film Return
Sees Her in Off-Beat, Non-Singing Role
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Protection Asked
CANBERRA (UPI) — Labor
'member of parliament John
Cope has called on the government to protect baby carriage
manufacturers from the effects
of the birth control pill.
Cope told Minister of Health
Dr. John Forbes that a manufacturer in
his electorate
claimed the use of contraceptive pills had "gravely affected"
pram sales.

I nternationaI
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Lost and Found
MAR DEL PLATA, Argentina
(UPI)—A saleslady in a grocery
store rushed to police recently
and said 90,000 pesos 4257)
worth of her jewelry had disappeared from her shop. A few
days later she came back and
told police to forget it.
The jewels were found in a
bag of noodles when an honest
customer pointed out that the
bag weighed much more than
she was being charged for'.
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CHIC DIVISION CHAMPIONS — 3114.1611n of
Reed Crushed Stone, winner of the Ole Division of the County Khoury Girl's League,
stand in front of the scoreboard at their bell
park. The team had a perfect 144 record &wing regular season play. Members of the
team are as follows: front. Sherry Turley;

Mit

MAT.*

mend row, left to right, Carolyn Buchanan,
Mobs Howell, Shawn Sanders and Julie
Buchanan; third row, Diane Howell, Trudy
Arnold, Kim Boren and Dorcas Coil; back
row, Coach Jim Sanders, Janet Stanley, Susan Owen, Jane Gillen, Frances Hall, Coveta
Neihoff and Manager Ben Buchanan.

Origin of Pin-Money
DETROIT
UPfl — Pinmoney was originally used to
buy pins.
Pins were extremly expensive
in 16th century England and
could only be sold on January
1 and 2. when ladies supplied
with "pin -money" flocked to
the shops, according to "5.000
Facts and Fancies," published
by Gale Research Co., Detroit.
The greatest air strike of
WWI occurred from 12-15 Sep'
tember 1918. An armada of 1,481 planes took part in the St.
Mihiel offensive.

Boy Gets Help from the Master
Teaching Son to Fish
Seen Most Rewarding
Experience
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"All right, Junior; now just relax
•. you nwirig bark, and every•
thing will come out fine."

Cy

DVM.

,• I •

"Now don't get anxious. He patient. let him take the bait. Then
set your hook hard."
BASIC SPIN-CASTING

ROAD

&

Spin-casting is the simplest type of
casting to learn. The principles of
spin-casting are similar to casting
with a conventional level wind reel
The main advantage of spin-casting
Is the elimination of backlash — line
peels off a stationary spool. You
ought to reach 50-60 feet after a few
tries.

Teaching your son — or
daughter — how to fish can be
one of the most rewarding experiences of your life.
"Although skill is important," says BU1 Cullerton, one
of the world's foremost fishing
experts and consultant to
Johnson Reels, "it should play
a secondary role when launching a boy or girl onto the path
of being a fisherman
"Too many adults," he added, "overlook the fun aspect of
fishing when taking youngsters out for the first time. We
lose too many of them because
the lessons become boring or
dull."
One of the easiest ways of
starting a beginner off on the
right foot is to show him,stepby-step, how to rig a rod, put
the line on a reel, how to set
the reel properly on rod handle, how to attach swivel properly to the line, and how to tie
the simple fishing knots.
It might surprise you to
know such a refresher course
may even help you,the teacher.
Cullerton feels the backyard
is one good spot to start teaching any beginner the basics of
casting.
"About 30 minutes of instructions," says Cullerton,
"would lay the ground work for
a sound, basic casting technique."
Just as important in being
able to cast a lure 100 to 150
feet, is the necessity of being
accurate with each cast.
It would do the beginner no
good to be able to cast a country mile, if he can't lay his lure
up against some log, or next
to some lily pads, where the
lunkers hide out.
To help the student angler

in casting accurately, have
him place a waste-paper basket about 20 feet out and try to
cast the practice plug into that
basket.
The effort at first will be
pathetic. Being persistent will
soon lead to hitting the mark
more frequently As improvement increases, keep moving
the basket back until it is 50
to 60 feet away.
Outfitting a beginner doesn't cost much. It can be done
for less than $15. Such an outlay would fetch a serviceable

Helpful Hints on How

to

THE BASIC OVERHAND CAST
AIM

"Nice going, son. Bring in snoeher largemouth bass like thi• tine
and the old-timers argund here will say you're going to be a great
fisherman!"

DRAW FOR SIX—St. Louis Football Cardinals Willis Crenshaw (33) slams through the middle on a draw play for a
gain of six yards during the first quarter of Friday's game

against the Pittsburgh Sieelers. Stealers linebacker Ras .A1,
brings Crenshaw down.

Billy Williams Drives In
Five Runs For Chicago Cubs

By JOE BERGEN
out against Jay Ritchie and WilUPI Sports Writer
liams laced a curving line drive
Billy Williams finally tore to right on which Lee May failhimself away from Crosley Field ed to make a diving catch.
but not before tearing apart Phil Regan, the Cubs' amazthe Cincinnati Reds.
ing comeback reliever, pitched
Williams, the slender slugger 7 2-3 innings, his longest stint
of the Chicago Cubs, bid a fond since he started and completed
farewell for 1968 to the cozy a game for the Tigers in 1985,
Cincinnati ballpark Sunday with to gain credit for his 10th vica demolition job on the Reds' tory in 12 decisions. He allowed
pitching staff as he drove in four hits and Bench's two-run
five runs with a pair of holm homer.
ers.
Felix Milian collected five
The second blast, a three-run hits and doubled in the tieInside-the-park shot in the 15th breaking run during a five-run
inning, provided Chicago with fourth inning as the Braves
an 8-5 victory and sent the Cubs beat the Cards for only the
into their crucial four-game ser- third time in 15 meetings this
ies against the St. Louis Card- season. Deron Johnson's twoinals 14 games behind the „pi run single was the big blow of
tional League pacesetters.
the uprising against Steve Carl"It's the park I like," said a ton 11-7.
wistful Williams, whose team
Roommates Ray Sadecki and
has completed its nine-game Mike McCormick throttled the
stand Crosley, "not the pitch- Mets, lifting the Giants into
ing."
third place. Sadecki pitched a
Collects 19 Runs
four-hitter and struck out 13 in
hope
the
Reds
Whatever it is,
the first game in outdueling
Williams has had his fill. The Tom Seaver and McCormick set
Chicago outfielder has bashed down the Mets on five hits and
six of his 19 homers in Cincin- hit a two-run homer in the
nati and has collected 19 runs nightcap.
batted in against the Reds aDon Drysdale hurled a fours
long with a .32'7 batting. The hitter and drove in the Dodgers'
snapped
the
Atlanta Braves
only run with a fourth-inning
Cards' four-game winning streak single for his fourth victory
with a 5-3 triumph while San this season by a 1-0 margin. The
Francisco swept a double-head- big right-hander struck out
er from New York 2-1 and 5-0, eight and didn't walk a batter
Los Angeles edged Philadelphia in breaking a personal four1-0 and Houston topped Phila- game losing streak and hiking
delphia 5-1.
his record to 13-10.
Snaps TI.
Denis Menke socked a twoWilliams, who has hit 11 Min- run double in the sixth inning
ers since the All-Star break, as the Astros defeated the Pirsnapped a 2-2 tie with a twoates behind the combined sevenrun homer in the sixth but John;
hit pitching of Larry Dierker
with
a
Bench tied the score 5-5
and Dave Giusti. The latter retwo-run homer in the eighth for
Dierker with two on and
lieved
the Reds. It stayed that way
one out in the seventh and pituntil the 15th when Don Keached scoreless ball the rest of
singer, who had five hits, and
the way, yielding two hits.
Glenn Beckert singled with two-

"..

1RAFFIC JAMMER -A mother and -children tie up traffic
somewhat in downtown Fall River, Mass-. Tba animal Rescue League was notified and it came to the rescue.

Baseball Standings

San Fran, at Pittsburgh, night
National League
W. L. Pct, GB Los Angeles at New, York, night
St. Louis
76 41 .650
American League
Chicago
62 55 .530 14
W. L. Pct. GB
San Fran, 60 56 .517 154
74 42 .638 -Cincinnati
57 55 .514 16% Detroit
Baltimore
66 48 .588 7
Atlanta
60 57 .513 18
'62 54 .534 12
Boston
Pittsburgh 56 61 .479 20
63 56 .529 12%
baseman George Scott's out- Philadelphia 53 61 .465 21'4 Cleveland
By STEVE SCHWARTZ
60 55 .522 13%
--UPI Sports Writer ------ stretched glove_ far. the.' .game _Los._Angeles.53 64 .453 23 .Oakland
tie patienee and exper
New York 54 56 .450 23% Minnesota 54 59 .478 18%
Gates Brown doesn't min winning single.
tion with different locations
New York 51 60 .459 20%
51 66 .436 25
"I like hitting in situations Houston
will usually land some fish in the hard wood of the Detroi
California _53 63 .457 21
Sundays Results
a few • minutes. Generally, Tiger's bench as long as the like that," Brown explained,
48 65 .425 24%
Chicago
when you catch one fish in a good wood of his bat helps br- "with the infield drawn in and San Fran. 2 New York 1, 1st
Washington 42 71 .372 30%
less than two out the pressure San Fran. 5 New York 0, 2nd
certain place it's a pretty good ing the Bengls a pennant.
Sunday's Results
sign that there are some more
Brown, hitting a sizzling .503 is on the pitcher. He's got to Los Angeles I Philadelphia 0
California 11 Baltimore 1
Atlanta 5 St. Louis 3
right in the neighborhood, so as a pinch biter, smacked a get the ball over.Chicago 8 Cincinnati 5, 15 inns Minnesota 11 New York 2
keep casting in the same area pinch homer in the 14th inning
In other A.L. action CleveDetroit 5 Boston 4, 1st, 14 inns.
until no strikes are felt for to give Detroit a 5-4 openirg land swept a double header Houston 5 Pittsburgh I
Today's Probable Pitchers . Detroit 6 Boston 5 2nd
some time.-game victory over the Boston from Chicago 6-1 and 2-1. OakCleveland 6 Chicago 1 Id
All Times EDT
Red Sox Sunday and then, in a land drubbed Washington 8-3,
A COMMON MIST aKE
Cleveland 2 Chicago I 2nd
St.
Louis
Jaster
8-7
at
Chistarting role, singled with one California mauled Baltimore 11One of the most common
Oakland 8 Washington 3
cago Hands 12-6, 2:30 p.m.
out
in
the
ninth
inning
of
the
Minnesota
trounced
New
1
and
anmi.stakes made by novice
Today's Probable Pitchers
Atlanta Stone 2-1 at Cincinnightcap
to
cap
the
Tigers
6-5
York
11-2.
creep
glers is allowing slack to
All Times EDT
nati Culver 9-11, 8 p.m.
come-from-behind
victory
and
picked
up
his
Mickey
Lolich
into the line after the fish is
Baltimore Phoebus 13-10 at
Only games scheduled.
increase
their
American
League
victory
in
relief
third straight
hooked. This gives the fish a
Oakland Krausse 8-8, 11 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
for the Tigers in the first game,
chance to shake the hook and lead to seven games.
New York Peterson 6-8 at
Brown is fairly well adjusted raising his record to 10-7. He St. Louis at Chicago
get away.
California Brunet 12-11, 11 - p.m.
to pinch-hitting "I'm square as entered the game in the 10th Atlanta at Cincinnati, night
Washington Pascual 104 at
HOW TO MAY FISH.
a ice cube," he maintains, "and inning and survived two jams, Hous. at Phila. 2, twi-night
Minnesota Kaat 8-8, 4 p.m,
When playing a Bab, the twice as cool."
one a bases-filled two-out threat
Detroit McLain 23-3 at CleveBrown who homered as a In. the 13th when he retired Ri- his 10th game of the year a
angler should try to keep the
land Romo 1-2. 7:30 p.m,
rod tip nearly vertical to keep pinch hitter in a Friday night co Petrocelli to end the inning. gainst seven losses.
Chicago Fisher 5-7 at Boston
slack out of the line. If the fish loss, tagged Lee Stange for the John Warden won the nightcap
Cleveland beat Chicago in the
makes a run in the water the game winning homer in the for Detroit raising his record to first game on pinch hitter Russ Culp 8-4. 7.30 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
rod tip will be pulled toward opener.
4-1. Reggie Smith homered twice Snyder's bases loaded single in
Baltimore at Oakland, night
the horizontal and line will be
in Boston's losing cause.
Nothing New
the second inning to highlight a New York at California, night
carried off the reel, but as soon
Rick Reichardt drove in six
Hitting Red Sox pitching is
three run rally. Indian relief' Washington' at Minnesota, night'
as the fish stops his rush, the
Satriano
went
5-5
and
Tom
nothing new for Brown. He runs
specialist Eddie Fisher pitched Detroit at Cleveland. night
tip should be brought up again
blasted a home run against Bos- as California humiliated Balti- 7 2-3 scoreless innings of win- Chicago at Boston, night
and the line retrieved
ton as a pinch hitter in his first more behind the six-hit pitchEventually, the fish becomes major league at bat in 1963. ing of Jim McGlothlin, McGloth- ning ball in the second game,
after being honored by his for- Single Parents
exhausted and can be net
Pinch hitting earlier this yeir lin's bid for his first shut out
MONTGOMERY, Ala (UPI)
or grasped by the gill covers he homered in the ninth inn- of the season was ruined by El- mer White Sox team-mates be—A new organization has been
tween games.
and brought in.
then
with
Wyatt,
and
Ilsm
ing off John
lie Hendriek's double
Tony Oliva knocked in four formed here for parents—single
To top it all off, try filleting Boston, to give the Tigers a 4.3 May's ninth inning single.
runs with a home run and a parenti, that is. The meeting ,
and cooking your fish over a win over. the ,Sox.
Oakland got two-run homers
single and Rod Carew got four forming the group drew 32 percampfire. Any angler an tell
In the Second game Brown tram Reggie Jackson, Dick
sons and adopted the name,
you that the taste of fresh came to bat in the ninth inning Green and Joe Keough off hits in becoming the only .300
Parents Without Partners. Inc.
hitter-sin-the
-caught fish cooked in the great with
American
League,
runners on first and third, Washington starter Joe ColeThe organization allows men '
as the Twins routed the Yanoutdoors is better than ,inYone man out and the score tied man to power the Athletics. Jim
and women who have lost
thing you could order in the
kees. Dean Chatiee allowed only
at 5-5 He hit reliever Sparky Nash gave up only two hits over
spouses through divorce or
finest seafood restaurant ,n
past first the last seven, innings to win four hits in posting his 11th death to meet others with (JillIvies
pitch
second
the world.
win.
drer, and similar problems:

Detroit Tigers Increase
League Lead To Seven Games

Be A Better Fisherman

1

*_ * *
_Manufacturers have taken_
most of the mystery out of
To be • better fisherman
equipment so that even a nov- takes something more than
ice can be well-equipped for a just a burning desire.
fishing venture for less than
It also takes some practice,
$15.
as does perfection of all human
Depending on the location
and type of fishing, that
Here are some hint. from
amount-will buy a good serv/BACK 2 iceable rod and reel combina- the experts at Johnson Heels,
tion, a supply of line, an as- primarily for beginners, yet
Start bacliward
phase by lilting sortment of lures, hooks, snaps _ well worth review by the more
•
elbow and shoulexperienced who ran always
der slightly Pivot on your and sinkers
benefit from reminder..
etbow until your
--GET GOOD ADVICE
hand comes smoothly
I
to eye level
Like any other sport,fishing small species -- as they do big
requires some skill, but even fish anyway and it's a good
STOP 3 a little bit of practice will make way to break into the
sport.
4
the fishing venture more proRod should stop
READYING
THE
OUTFIT
at vertical, where
more
enjoyable.
ductive and
/ei
\ the lure weight
Fishing either in a boat or
Most stores which sell fishing
—
will develop a
i casting bend. Wittiest tackle also give good advice on shore or dock, it just takes
hesitation begin the
—gownstroke using slight about equipment and fishing a few momenta to rig a line
_
wrist bend for power. Incitions,types of lures to use, for fishing. With the line
methods and hours for fishing threaded through the guides
CAST 4 and similar information.
of the rod, a small swivel can
between
be attached to the end. The
de Halfway
TRI A BIT OF PRACTICE
vertical and your
other end of the swivel can be
original starting
It's a good idea to rig up the attached to a small bobber.
Position, release
thumb button and your
rods and reels even before you Another swivel can be attachlure is In flight. To
leather cast you can evert leave for the fishing spot and ed to the other hole in the
— tying on a tiractice plug or bobber and a leader attached
delicate control over lure by light Pressure
nn thumb button to slow .t down
small ,weight of some kind -- to this swivel.
make a few practice casts In
A hook is added to the leader
the back yard.
and when you add a worm, a
salmon egg, a minnow or any
STOP 5 FOR MOM AND KIDS
other suitable bait to the hook,
Stop rod at eye level
With small youngsters, you the outfit is ready for the first
Of original position
might not want to go after cast
lunker bass on the first trip,
OTHER CASTING TECHNIQUES though they haven't yet iden- DON'T 1.05E PATIENIT
fishwhen
dangerous
The side cast is
If the bobber doesn't start
tified a fisherman who would
ing with other anglers and more do
turn down such a prize Mom to dance the first few minutes,
ficult. but very useful when casting
out from under trees The underhand
and the kids, if they haven't you need not get discouraged
cast is for the experienced angler
fished much, get as Inuch kick Fish are sometimes curious
and of limited value
out of fishing for bream, sun- characters and Wary of intruFrom Johnson Reels Handhool Ion F 1st.fish, perch and crappies — all sions into their habitat. A litSees target with
left foot rear of right
root' and rod tip at ey.,
level. Elbow doesn't touch body
Press and hold button on reel to dist
enpge line and you are ready to cast
keep paler of hand down and reel handle
up for right handed casting

••••••

rod and reel, line, various lures,
leaders, and swivels.
Start out slow. Don't harp
about making big -catches. Let
the tyro learn the value and
fun of tangling with flesty pan
fish like bluegii/, perch, white
bass, or bullhead.
Once the beginner makes a
few catches, he'll be hooked on
this sport just as much as any
old grizzled veteran of the
waters . . witness the series
of pictures above of JUnior's
first "reel" outing with 13111
Cullerton.
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PAQE FOUR

MURRAY, KENTUCKY

THE

MONDAY — AUC/UST 12 1

SOCIAL CALEMIAI
Monday, Aegis. 12
The Mattie Bell Hays Circle
It the WS(6 of the PUN Unit.
Sl Methodist Church will meet
at the social hall at 7:30 pm
•• •
TUtiedey, August 13
Murray Star Chapter No. 433
Order of the Eastern Star will
hold its regular meeting at use
Masonic Hall at 7.30 p.m
•• •
The WSIOS of the Goshen
United Methodist Church will
meet at the church at 7:30 pm.
•••
The Alice Waters Circle of
First United Methodist Church
W9CS will meet at the home of
Mrs. Don Robinson, North linh
Street, at 9:30 am.
• ••
The Bessie Tucker Circle of
First United Methodist Church
WSCS will meet with Mrs. Jack
Bailey, 1714 Olive Street, at
9:30 aim
•• •

I Mrs. J. B. Burkeen

Vii Woman

Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947

MHS Class of'48 Has Reunion
Ida Williams, Memphis, Tam.
Carolyn Hill Willianuv, Mainptda, Tenn., Sara Betty Potts
Sanders, Omaha, TOXIC Fred
Payers, Ft. Worth, Texas; CarolTexas,
yn McClendon, Dallas,
Jessie Humphries Babb, MimeMolls, Minn.
Carolyn Carman Henry, Palos
Verdes, Calif., Jane Am SAMCamillo, Milwaukee,
erland
Wi/C.; Jimmy Hedge, *Ivania,
OM% Ruth Cothani Schwarz,
Cherry Hill, N. J.
Jeanan Henderson Casaovay,
Detroit, Mich., Mac Hill Mayflack Aan Jaws Smith, Mayfield.

Wilson-Moneta?, Vows To Be Read

'Home General'

SAN ANTONIO, Tex. (UPI)
—South Vietnam has Its career
women too. Even so_ the woman
never forgets her home role
One Vietnamese woman attorney says that in her homeland the woman is called "the
general of the household" and
It probably will remain that
way.
/Ise speaker is Mrs. Huynh
Nam Ahn. of Saigon. who is
on a two-months visit to the
The Maryieona Frost
United States She says women
of
First
Metho
United
Church WS(S will meet with In Vietnam are taking more and
Mrs. James Diuguid, 803 Sharpe more of an active part in social,
antic and professional wky
Street, at 8•18
of life.
•••
"In public life. and at home,
Circles of the First Baptist
Church WMS will meet as fol- our women are much more inm working with orlows: I at the church at 9:30 volved
phans teaching, nursing and
a.m., II with Mrs. I H. Key at
studying law, pharmacy and
ten a.m.. In with Mrs. T. W. medicine.- she continued
IV
and
Crawford at 2:30 p.m.,
Mrs. Ahn made her comments
with -Mrs. J M Linn at 2:30 on Southeast Asian women durpm.
ing a visit to the women's pa• •
vilion of HennsFair here. The
Wednesday, Aim* 14
pavilion's theme is "the changThe ladies day lune.heas will ing role of women."
be served at noon at the CalShe is in the United States
loway County Country Club. as part of the visitors' program
Hostesses are Mrs Charles Mer- of the Bureau of Educational
cer, chairman, Miss Middy' 'and Culture) Affairs, U.S. State
Lamb. Mesdames Ft D. Lang- Department
-I believe all women should
Non, James Frank, James M.
Lassiter, Joe Baker Littleton, Jo work. yet they should remain
feminine and retain their womCrass. and Cal Luther.
•• •
anly charm," she said.
She is an attorney in
Thursday, August 15
The Business and Profession- higher court of Saigon and
al Women's Club will hold its practiced law for 10 years specializing in real estate and doregular dinner meeting at the
mestic affairs She also runs a
Woman's Club House at 649 home
p in.
PIO

Ipeat-A6T

/
11
44*

Brief Visit Cure
for Missing Shorts
By Abigail Van Buren

•
In 1987. 906 tornadoes raked
the United States, killing 110
persons and causing millions
of dollars in damage

CLA% REUNION — Members and teachers of the 1948 graduating class of Mayfield
iligh School are pictured at the 20th anniversary reunion held August 3 at the Holiday
The day's activities included a coffee at the home of Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bob McClain, climaxed with a dinner at the Holiday bin.
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The oceans hold 50 quadrillion tons of salt, enough to
bury all the earth surface under a layer 500 feet thick
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SPEAKER'S TABLE — Dr. Harry *arks, president of Murray State University, is pictured above, speaking to members and their guests at the dinner for the 1948 MHS class
reunion held, at the Holiday Inn August 3. Seated left to right is Mrs. William B. Apperson, Dr. Apperson, master of ceremonies, Dr. Starks, Mrs. Starks, Mrs. R. B. Hays
and Mr. Hays, and Miss Elizabeth Carter.

MISS DIANE PAYS WILSON
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Wilson of Pottsville announce the engagement and approaching marriage of their only daughter,
Diane Faye, to James Edd Thornton, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. D.
Thornton of Murray.
Miss Wilson is a recent graduate of Murray State University
where she majored in elementary education.
Mr. Thornton is employed by the American Oil Company
In JonesviLle, Louisiana.
The wedding will take place Friday, August '16, at mews
o'clock in the evening at the Pottsville Church of Christ with
Bro. James Shockley officiating.
A reception will be held immediately following the ceremony in the home of the bride's parents in Pottsville.
All friends and relatives of the couple are invited to attend
both the wedding and the reception.

Sue Taylor
Wins Benton
Tournament

WHAT'S

NEW

Approidniateky 75 graduates
and guests from several different states gathered at the Bolide Inn here last weekend for the
twenty-year reunim of the MaySchool graduating
field High
class of 1948.
The day began with a registrauon and coffee in the home on
name:,side Drive of Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Bob Mc Clain. Mr. and Mrs.
J. R. Youngblood assisted with
the registration and serving of
guests.
Letters from those who were
unable to attend were shared with
the group and old copies of the
-Cardinal" school paper were
read and brought back many fond
memories.
The dinner and dance which
climaxed the days activities had
as its guest several teachers
from Mayfield High School, who
had taught the class members.
The guest lady teachers were
presented corsages of red and
black carnations.
Dr. Harry Sparks, president
of Murray State University, who
was principal of Mayfield High
School in 1948 was the honored
speaker at the reunion.

Bob Mc Liam
Most Children — Mrs. Jim
Cox nee Elwanda Anderson
Oldest Child — Mrs. Irvin
Perkins nee Betty Wylie
Youngest Child — Mrs. C. E.
Robertson nee Frankie Edwards
Most Miles Traveled to Reunion — Eddie Bazzell
Most C hanged — Eddie Bazzell
Least Changed — Charles Farrell
A memorial moment was held
for Miss Ruth Jones, deceased
teacher and Norma Covington, deceased class member.
The dinner music was provided
by Mrs. Wilson Hoishouser.
Those attending the dinner
were Mr. and Mrs. Bill Taylor,
Murray, Ky.; Mr. and Mrs. Bill
Wade, Hickory; Mr. and Mrs.
Jim McNeely, Milan, Tenn.(Pat
Lester); Mr. and Mrs.
Don
Haire, Kennett, Mn. (Jean Am
Laird); Mr. and Mrs. Bill Russell, Garland, Texas, (Bobbie
J. Longmire).
Mrs. Jim Cox North Port,
New York (Einar:dm Anderson),
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Walker,
Louisville, 'Ky. (Doris Stirnson);
Mrs. William Peterson, Roselle,
111 Bettye Pentecost); Mr. and
Mrs. Eddie Bazzell, Coldhester,
Conn.; Mrs. Claude Arthur,
Leesburg, Va. (Caroline Walter);
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Wurni, Elizabethtown (Nancy Cosby); Mr.
and Mrs. Harry Athkins, St.
Louis, Mo. (Beverly Horner).
&Mag. and Mrs. Dale *User, Fort Campbell, Ky. (Gloria
Ricks); Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Carter
Garden City, Mk h.(kisn
,
Oa Barham); Dr. and Mrs. William Apperson, Meridian, Miss.;
Oils Youngblood Smith, Tampa,
Florida, Mr. and Mrs. R. E.
Vincent, Betties*, Md. (Lillie
Mae Faglish.)
Rev. BID Yates, Knoxville,
Tenn.; Mrs. George Hurluitte,
Murray, Ky. (Ludeen French);
Bobby Jones, Silver Springs, Md.;
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Jones; Mr.
and Mrs. Carlos Cosby (Nancy
Mason), Mr: and Mrs. J. R.

BENTON, Ky. — Sue Taylor
of Paciucah was the champion- BY United Press International
Other teachers who attended
DEAR ABBY: Today while doing my dishes I just hap-flight winner in'the second
Show the golfer in the fain- were; Miss Tossie Thorpe, Miss
pened--to glance aut_of—my kitchen window in time to see
&wee Ladies Golf Amy-you're on the tiiTIT-Tini WITI Elizabeth Carter, Mr. R. B.
my next door neighbor take two pairs of my husband's
dation Invitational Tournament, be if you use a new ice tray Hays, and Special guests Mrs.
brand new shorts off my clothesline Now Abby I know she
held Tuesday at the Benton Golf that makes dimpled golf ball R. B. Hays and Mrs. Sparks.
couldn't have mistaken them for her own laundry as she had
and Country Club.
Ice-cubes. The tray also is good
Dr. William Apperson, a memViolet Cummings of Princeton for molding frozen salads and
absolutee- nothing on her clothesline at the time
ber of the class and minister of
was runner-up and Jane Brad- desserts
Should I talk to her about this' Or should I ask my
the
Meridian First Christian
(Selective Products Corp., 49 Church now, was the master of
ley' of Benton placed third in the
EYE WITNESS
husband to speak to her husband about it?
championship flight
Eleanor East 41st St., New York, N.Y.). ceremonies. Ile recalled many
• • •
humeral" events that happened
DEAR EYE: Leave her husband (and Yours out of it.
Griffin of Paducah was fourth.
The most popular vacation during the class years.
Just pay her a asit. tell her you came to collect the two
Special prizes were awarded to
Evelyn Jones of Murray arid spots this year are HernisFair
pairs ef sheets _she lifted off reer eietbeslioe, and isn't be
The
red and black color
in Texas. Mexico for the OlymMarge Driver of Paducah.
teach
lessee.
wait
a
really
want
to
her
a
bashful If you
Disneyland in Los An- scheme, colors of MHS, was
ifics
and
Marge Coakley of Village
fna weeks, and then tell her that you were very much surThe most unpopular carried out in the decorations.
elee
Greens captured the first flight
The individual tables were deprised to discover that HER husband ass wearing YOUR
spots are the ones you collect
and Mabel Rogers of Mur- on travel wardrobe that can't corated with black taper candles
husband's shorts. ISbe'll go crazy wondering how you found
ray was second. Hilda Jackson be cleaned properly away from surrounded with ivy on bright
out l
of Benton was third and Mary home To the rescue—a new red table cloths.
Alice Smith of Murray was spray-on fabric protector. The
The program of the evening
DEAR ABBY: My' only son is stationed in Viet Nam He
fourth. Special prizes were finish that results resists liquid
was as follows; Invocation —
•
been there for 3 months. Shortly before he left, he beawarded to Dorothy Holland of spills helps to prevent stains Mrs. C. F.. Robertson nee Frankn.-eaaenserigiaged to a girl he had neen going with for 2 years
Murray and Grace Nelson of, from being ground into fabrics. Is Edwards Presention of Guests
keeps wash - n - wear travel and *taker — Dr. William ApLast night he TELEPHONED her. and I am very hurt and
Benton
_ Sue Brown of Murray was_clothing looking new )(meet_
Hmrry...--YOWgW""L'
--pareen- Speaker
--uose(---hecaase he has isouer-teleobioned me--Re--just,teld her •
Mr. and Mrs.Robert Williams,
Scotchgard Fabric Protec- Sparks
second flight wanner, while Anna to;,
to cell his Morn and give her his love. Am I fooliah for
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Gibson
NO NAME PLEASE
Mary Adams of Murray was
feeling as I do'
Presentation of Awards — Joe (Carolyn %moan); Mr. and Mrs.
second. Betty Hinton of Murray
Laddie Senders (Ruby Nell Clapp)
Yes.
You
are
to
congratulated
for
be
DEAR NO NAME:
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Hale, Jr.,
finished third and Peggy Creshaving raised a healthy, normal young man who is able to
son of Seurat placed fourth.
separate romantic love from mother love. The world is full
'Special prizes were awarded to'
- if mishaps wives who would ene anything to be married
- Maxi Read of Murray and Clans
to a manlike that.(-beer up. Mom
Mae Wolfe of Benton.
Third flight winner was Tyra•
Wesson of Village Greens.
e
To Plots to Meet- fIly Banc
'
1.*AR ABBY I plan to
'Frances Miller of Murray was
who is 'also an American citizen There is a good chance
second and Joyce Allen of Chothat we will get married over :here,.but 1 would' like to
la was third. Fourth place
first
things
of
couple
know a
went to Guu Venni of Village
DO I have to get a marriage license and blood test here
Greens. Special prizes w e re
first, or can I do it over there' If I do get married in France,
awarded to Ann Sarten of Clinover
21,
recognized
here'
We
both
are
be
marriage
will my
ton and Sue Ann Ringo of
MAKING PLANS
if that makes any difference
Clinton.
Special silver prizes we re
DEAR MAKING: You must live in France for 30 days
awarded to Site Taylor, medalbefore yew can be married there. Younl not need a blood test,
ist; Jane Bradley, - low putts;
hut you WILL need a French marriage application, which you
Betty Lowery, closest to hole,
should get in France. And yes. your marriage will be
and Eleanor Griffin, longest
recognized here
drive

•
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CHEVROL
bed cam;
locking mei
436-5679.

Mrs. Janet Dowdy (Janet Thomas) Mr. and Mrs. Bob Scarbrough (Parnelia Morgan), Mr.
and Mrs. Bill Cates (Mary
Ann Pryor.)
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Wyatt
(Harriett Brewer), Mr. and Mrs.
Kenneth Crouch (Emma Lou Dowdy), Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bob MxClain, Charles Farrell, Mrs. C.
E. Robertson (Frankie Edwards),
Mr. and Mrs. Irvin Perkins(Betty Wylie).
Those unable to attend but sending reply were: Frances Millsap
Stairas,‘irMayfield, Frances Curless,
leld, Gayion Britton,
Mayfield; Sue Carter Ross, Calvert City; Eugene and Sse Davis,
Titusville, Fla.. Helen Lamp-

4)

Hollani Drug

CLAUDE VAUGHN
Plumbing & Heating Co.
Authorized
FEDDERS
HEATING & AIR CONDITIONING

Sales & Service
le Ton throngii-ii ton
501 N. 4th ST.

14 FT: CI
Paris line
Johnson
Call 753-4i

eteitzan,
Anti-Perspirant

A new antiperspirant that really
works! Solves underarm problems for many who had despaired of effective help.
Mitchum Anti-Perspirant keeps
underarms absolutely dry for
thousands of grateful users.
Positive action coupled with
complete gentleness to normal
Gone with the wind is the skin and clothing is made posfate one manufacturer predicts sible by a new type of formula
for bulky wig cases. What's produced by the trustworthy 55taking its iirece: a collapsible year-old Mitchum laboratories.
mini-puff stand. Pretty as a Fully effective as a deodorant,
peacock, light as a fall, the too, of course! Satisfaction
new stand for wigs and wiglets guaranteed, or return it to store
and falls slips in your purse
for immediate cash refund.
like a secret, ready to go anywhere you're headed A mini- Trade your perspiration worries
puff or two and it's up to give for luxurious underarm drysupport overnight or while ness. Get the positive protection
you're swimming, showering, of Mitchum Anti-Perspirant.
tidying up, grooming at home Liquid or cream.
or out—even in the powder
90-day supply, $3.00
MOM.
(Countess Natalie, 2408 West
One Hundred. Chicago, Dl.).

753-8188

MURRAY, KY.

APPLES,
435-4782.
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DEAR ABBY This is for the woman who didn't mind
"that her second husband named three pigs after her three
daughters by a former marriage
After Ell, she should be most qualified to determine what
namesakes are most appropriate for her three daughters
However, when her husband called "Rose Joyce, and
Marie." and the daughters AND the pigs came running,
IDE BE MIFFED
could he tell which was which'
Everybody has a probers'. What's yours! Per a personal
Angeles. Cal., 90009 sad
'ries, write to Abby. Riot Wee, Loa
ravelepr
sell-ad&ressed
stamped.
recluse a
SEND $i TO ABBY. BOX
HATE TO WRITE LETTERS'
9000.
FOR ABBY'S BOOKLET
CAL..
ANGELES.
W70. LOS
ALL OCCASIONS."
HOW TO WRITE LETTERS FOR

••••.•
•-•-•••••

Lamb, Lemoti and Mint
Lemon and mint sau e goes
well on lamb chops Sprinkle 8
loin lamb chops.'34 to 1 -inch
thick, with salt and pepper
Blend 1 cup of lemon nece, 14,
CUP of olive oil 1 teitepoon
each of chopped mint and
lemon
grated
peel
Brush
chops with lemon mixture.
Broil 3 to 4 inches from heat
source 5 to 7' minutes or each
side, or until chops rear desired
degree
of
doneness.
Brush often with sauce +takes
• servings

ANNOUNCEMENT
COLONEL CHICKEN
of Kentucky, Inc.
is coming to

NEL!

4

Appl

SYK
100

Murray
REUNION— Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Holloway of Sedalia had a
reunion with President and Mr,. Adron Doran following the commencement exercises Si Morehead Slate University August 1.
Dr. and Mrs. Dorati are formerly of Graves county.

Insuranct
and
claims ea
The site is selected, ground broken, construction
underway Soon we'll be
c Den for business Be sure to attend,oid Grand
Opening so you/can sample
grandest chicken ever (if you haven't already) The secket's in the
marinade at Colonel Chicken. It's a special formula that shoots
lutcy tenderness all the way through. The outside's pretty special
too — so try us
14'11 tell you when we're open for chicken
business
. but if we forget
tr mention it. just follow the crowd to
Chestnut Street next door
\,...te tile theater.

tie

Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
MK W. Main Street

Phone 753-2621
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SERVICES OFFERED

la FRESH HEARING AID batteries for Belton' and other make
bowing aids, WillisDrugs,
TFC
Murray, Kentucky.
SUBURBAN Tractors. lawn
mowers. Paulen chain min.
Seaford Lawn and Garden
equipment, 34 miles wed of
Hardin. Phone 437-5311
Aug.-14C
* 1-82 GALLON Americiui standard electric hot water heater.
1-30 gallon State electric hot
water heater. 1 sump pump. 1
Afro American furnace, natural gas. 1 lot of indde and outside doors. Call 7334417 after
TIC
5:00 p. m.
AKC REGISTERED Toy Poodles, two months old. Phone 753A-14C
8890.
TWO NICE riding hones, plus
equipment, 5 year old mares.
Call 753-4498.
LATE MODEL Zig Zag sewing
machine. Monograms, button
holes, sews on buttons, hems,
fancy designs, etc. Guaranteed.
Just take over 8 remaining payments of $7.10 per month. Call
A-15-C
753-8599.
17,000 BTU Westinghouse Air
conditioner. Used only three
summers. $125.00. Call Purdoni
& Thurman Insurance Co.,
phone 7534451.
A-13-C
CHEVROLET PICK-UP, long
bed camper top shell, with
locking rear door. 895.00. Phone
436-5879.
A-12-C
le APPLES, $3.00 per bushel. Call
A-14-C
435-4782.

REAL ESTATE FOR SALE

CUSTOM BUILDING, resident- BRICK HOME at 16:2 Loch

lel and commerciel. Rustic California styling. Free estimates
Call Cliff Finney 489-3968.
Aug.-11-C
KLEIN CARPET SPECIALIST:
Wall to wall eallNdS, rug and
upholstery cleaners. Carpets
and furniture cleaned, tinted
and de-soothed. Call 4354221.
Aus.42.0

Lomond, 4 bedrooms, 2 baths,
living room, built-in kin hen appliances, library 14' z 22' with
built in bookshelves entire
house carpeted, centr.,1 heat
and air conditioning. LA 80' x
220'. Call John Redden, 7534937 for appointment.
Aug.-27-C

'V
rant

hat really
rm prob- •
had deye help.
.ant keeps
dry for
ul users.
)led with
o normal
nade posf formula
worthy 55Horatories.eodorant,
isfaction
it to store
refund.
in worries
arm drynotection
rspirant.

rug

tate, But Honest
NEW YORK tUPD - Dr.
George E. Leone, Health Commissioner for Suffolk County,
N.Y., has reported "one of the
most unusual incidents I have
ever observed in the department of health."
A woman resident of the
county, billed in February,
1967, for $56 for seven home
health nursing care visits, did

not pay the bill until late
March, 1968. She paid with a
money order for $61, explaining that the extra $5 was for
Interest at 10 per cent on the
bill. Dr. Leone refunded the interest with stunned thanks.
Breaux Bridge, La., is called
the Crawfish Capital of the
World, says the National Geographic.

BY

OWNER: three-bedroom
Answer bz Saturday's Puzzle
house, gas heat and air-condi- CROSSWORD PUZZLE
AUTOMOBILES FOR SALE
tioning. Large lot on 10th St.
oum mon
HUIDOU mem
4-Three-banded
ACROSS
1985 PLYMOUTH 2-door hard- Call 753-4417 after 5:00 p.
armadillo
OBOVUO Lamm
TFc 1-idle talk
top. 1965 Mustang convertible.
5-Note of scale
000M 000M DOO
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station. BARGAINS FOR THE
6-Small rug
MOM OMM0 0190M
WEEK 4-Weapons
5-Short sleep
7•14•avenly body
Corner of 6th aid Main. A-12-C IN WESTWOOD
9M 0009 M0090
SUBDIVISION 11-Wild buffalo
8-Gem
=0 000U
9-Devoured
of India
1982 BLTICK Electra 225. Phone LARGE building lots - price
UMOMP WOW U0
10-Fondle
12-Fuel
ranging
from
$1200.00
to
12400.nem mom non
436-5522.
11-Dry
A-13-P
00. No down payment and 13-Soul hwest•rn
16.Faroe Islands
WO 0000 =nu
Indian
whirlwind
mono
000000
1963 FALCON, Future, 4-door small monthly payments.
14-Sun god
Tear
18
901009 000EU
sedan. Automatic transmission. FREEMAN JOHNSON - Realt- 15-Tibetan gazenis 20-Carpenter's tool
MIRO MOM
22-InstItuttons of
1965 LaSabre Buick, 4-door se- or, 753-2731.
A-13-C 17-Goal
19-Possessire
learning
dan. Cain and Taylor Gulf Statpronoun
25-Conducted
55-Sicilian volcano
40 Place
27-Sailor (colloq )
ion. Corner of 6th and Main. FOR SALE BY OWNER. New 21-iRter vetch
three bedroom brick. Located in 23-Outfit
29 Still
43-1Aaneu.er troops 57-Man's nickname
A-12-C
24-Transaction
59-Cushoon
30-Grain
46 Sesame
Keenland. Central air and heat. 26-Perform
60-Mohammedan
32 Wager
MI Inlet
trtle
1983 OLDSMOBILE, with fact- Carpeted throughout. Bath and 28-Frust
34-Pigpen
50-Fewest
31-Network
61 -Lamprey
36-Dance step
ory air and double power. 1984 one-half. Built in appliances. 33-Possesses
63-Stroke
52 Weird
37-Dutch town
Chrysler, 4-door sedan, with Medium price range. For ap- 35-Attempt
67-Note or
53 Underground
39-Edible
letter
69-Prefix: doe.
part or plant
rootstock
factory air and double power. pointment call 753-3872. A-12-C 36-HeOrre
11-Expete
kern
3,
Cain and Taylor dull Station.
country
5 6 7 ;•::::11 ail
Corner of 0th and Main. A-12-C FOR SALE BY OWNER in 41-Symbei for
::*:•
tee:•
=
...0•
.
tellurium
beautiful Kingswood. ThreeVA; 3
;
•
;:g:12
II
1983 CHEVROLET, 4-door se- bedroom brick with two baths, 42-Total
4v..
4k
tUU
44
-Al..
14
18
...iiKt 15 16
dan. Automatic transmission. carpet, central air-conditioning, 43-Coniunction
17•
:
Ake
1964 Pontiac Catalina, with fact- storm windows and doors, built- 47•Proplurt
.:4 21
19
22 Pil• 23
4S-Sick
ory air and duuole power. Cain in dishwasher, disposal, range Si-Sow
:•:•:*
at:
27 Kg:28
NV.26
29 30
25 .i.e.,*
24
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn- and oven, electric heat and car- 54-11aker's
product
44..
er of tith and Main.
A-I2-C port. Can be made vacant with- 56-Ocean
32
33
34 :':*kki
in a few days. Phone 753-8651. SS-Sign of zodiac
:!:,0
.x.:mili
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40 :::eede 41
36 37 %XVI
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and laysor (Tull ni.uon. t..tir- PERSON TO MOW yard. Mower 68-Mine
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"CC..
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5.1
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odteg
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Voutswagen. Cain and Taylor
II
1-Irntate
(UPI
NEW
I
YORK
A
re'AV 71
in 72
70
Gulf Station. Corner of 6th and
2-Indefinite
tired married couple needs a
AVY,
article
Mao.
A-I2-C cash income in the neighborby
L'naed
Feature
Di
tr.
-Container
Syndicate.
3
Inc.
/2
USED AIR Conditioner, 8,500
to
$4,000
maina
hood
year
of
B.T.U. Suiteable for small apartNOTICE
a
moderate
tain
standard
of
ment. Call 782-4782 after 4:30
living in urban America, the
p.m.
Peanutso
A-14P
TERMITES? Call Ward Termite Institute of Life Insurance re•
po/U.
KEEP your carpets beautiful for free estimate. All work
The estimate, based on a redespite constant footsteps of a guaranteed. Five year contracts.
TIT LITTLE RE1A
busy family. Get Blue Lustre. Five room house treated, $65.00. cent U.S. Department of Labor
HAIRED
GIRL MS
Rent electric shampooer El. Ward Pest Control, 1612 College report, covers the cost of food,home
transpor-"maintenance,
TO
WATCH
COME
Farm
Road,
phone
Bik "X".
753-6501.
A-17-C
tation. ,clothing and personal
OUR GAME,.
H-Aug.-15-C
needs, medical care not coverJUST IN TIME for sewing those
back-to-school clothes. Enjoy Sk..E US FOR ALL your insur- ed by Medicare, gift giving and
miscellaneous amusements.
the use of a brand new Touch ance needs, Fire, Auto, Life or
and Sew Singer Sewing Ma- Hail. We also have money to
chine in your own home "Free" lend on farms and residential Punchy
for ten days, no obligation to property. Spann & Wilson, 202
ANN ARBOR. Mich. (UPI)
buy. Just call and they'll de- South 4th Street. Phone 753- -A University of Michigan
3263.
A-16-C
liver the model of your choice
graduate student turned in a
160-page doctoral dissertation
for a free courtesy trial. Mur- ELECTROLUX SALES &
Ser- all
of It printed, revised, edited,
ray Sewing Center, lath and vice, Box 213
Murray, Ky., C.
Main. Phone 753-5323. H-1TC M. Sanders. Phone 382-3176, footnoted, page numbered and
then reprinted by computer.
Lynnville, Ky.
Nancy
Sept. 7-C
The dissertation's topic:
WILL DIG YOUR water lines -Program Behavior and ConFOR RENT
with ditch witch. See Bradley trol in Virtual Storage Computer Systems." The student
ROOMS for rent. Boys. Private Overbey or Lawerence
OverbeY, Ta-E-Pink erton,
entrance, air-conditioned, near Call 753-1844.
didn't really
GIRL1.. \ A-22-P take the easy
way out. His disA-18-P
college. Call 7534828.
T
DOESN'
SEE LEON ORR at Dill Elec- sertation required 4,600 punch
TRAILER LOTS on Hwy. 280,
tric, for all your electric motor cards.
BELIEVE
toward Panorama Shores three
trouble. We also have fans for
YOU'RE
miles from Murray. Cardinal
sale.
Sept. 14-C
Ridge Trailer Park. Lots 162 a
THE
100. Call 753-7856 or 753-6731 PEP UP with Zippies "Pep
KARATE
and ask for Eddie Morgan.
Pills" nonhabit-forming. Only
Sept. 11-C $1.98. Holland Drugs.
1-T-P
CHAMP
Ant CONDITIONED, three bed- REDUCE .SAFELY, simply and
room house, furnished or un- fast with GoBese tablets. Only
furnished at 1414 Vine Street. 98c at Holland Drug.
A-14-P
Information can be obtained at
apartment in back. College couHELP WANTED

14 FT. CHEROKEE boat with
Paris line trailer and 20 hp
Johnson motor, 1968 model.
A-14-C
Call 753-4936.

ples preferred.

"FOREST OF DARKNESS"- U.S. 9th Infantry soldiers use a sampan to cross a
small stream
near VI Thanh, a hundred miles
southwest of Saigon in the Mekong Delta. This is on the
edge of the U Minh Forest, or "Forest of
Darkness," an Everglades-like region which
A serves the Viet Cong as a major hidAut.
t Radiophoto/

iu

A-12-NC

3.00
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• SPACE "StAVE..-.This is an artist's concept cf a manipulator device repairing a vehicle
in space, The "slave" manipulator system is -controlled through a television system
from
either ground or space station. Manipulator systems like this may in the _future
be used
for space docking, tethering, grappling, Or mass tame& of cririOs and repair
of space
vehicles. The system was set forth at a conference at Wrie.ht-Patterson Air Force
Base.

=4"

by Charles M. Schulz

by Ernie Bushrniller

4.

A-12-C

TOY LADIES earn $25.00 an

MODERN TWO bedroom house evening demonstrating toys and

near Panorama Shores. $40.00 gifts. No investment. Color catper month. Call 753-3518. After alog. Car and phone necessary.
A-12-C Call Hardin 437-6231, or write
5:00 call 438-2266.
Toy Ladies Party Plan, Johnsbedroom
45, two

Abbie'
N Slats

NEW 10 X
town,
A-29-P
trailer. -Airgiciiie, -shaded lot
on private property. Married WANTED SOMEONE to do
couple preferred. Call 753-1593. house work, one or two days a

f-PINIRE WEIX: It5gS
SRETA WALKER'S FIRST DAYS IN
CRABTREE CORNERS PASS WITHOUT
INCIDENT. THE NEW HIGH SCHOOL
PSYCHOLOGIST FINDS WARM
FRIENDSHIP AT ABBIE SCRAPPLE'S
HOUSE...

A-17-C week. Also need part time
deg
clerk Call 753-8708.
A-12-C
IF YOU NEED to rent a trailer,
see Brandon Dill at Dill's TrailWANTED TO RENT
er Court after 4:00 p.m. No
-17-C
A
RETIRED
WIDOW wants to
please
calls
phone
rent furnished apartment, first
floor, within walking distance
of town. Write, giving information and telephone number to
A-13-C
Box 92, Murray, Ky.

•

by R. Van Buran. -

SORT OF WELCOME PARTY/ 8RETA.
ABEVE KNOWS PRACTICALLY
E VERYBOOY LW TOWN.
-NAT SO, AUNT ABBIE

LAND Zrr.,CSREN, A BODY
LIVING IN THIS TOWN ASAS I HAVE IS BOUND TO
KNOW HER
NEIGHBORS

-

--.-frsuattut-

wen- m-Ave
-rFROIXEMS, SOT MALICIOUS
GOSSIP IS NOT ONE
OF THEM

HELP WANTED

(ialAselsol

:N

COOK

*NOTICE*

Apply in Person

Outland's

At

Bakery

SYKES CAFE
190 Maple Street

I be
1ple
the
der
r ge t

I

mew WANTED NOW
TO MAIN AS
IrLS1.11-811Ce AdJUSterS CLAIM AllSOSTR88
and jesestlestory are badly nenied due to the tramondotla teereaaa In
ygagm. mount r,•0.,
tirr. noode. robberies, 'tonne and
1.66g.s.J
that orcur
Ineuranee Adjusters .Sokoolit c a e
earn Ion mono, In thie feat moving% exciting. action-packed
time
part
Work at your present lob until reedy to
field, tun thee or
peir to rooe new terser through exretient local a04 tuitional
winsloyesent aaatatanna Nall Coupon Today. No Obtlirstion.
APPROVED 'OS VIETTLEANS UNDER, NEW O. I EILI..
IMADRANOR •DJUSTERA 1114-11001,14
Dept rUtli
11171 N. 77, 7 Street. klhariel. PlorMa MIES
Ate---Name
/Ladner
State
City7.19
UM(

Lil' Abner

Will Be Closed
Week of
AUG. 12, 1968
A - 13-

by Al Capp

•-ACCORDING
TO INDIAN
CUSTOM,WHEN
botiCHELOR SA"!.
"I LOVE VOU"
:
,-

-TO DADDY OF
PR-ET TY MAIDEN
THAT NOT
NECESSARiL3
MEAN BACHELOR
LOVE DADDY!!

,1
(
-"MOW MAT THEY CLEAR UP2
THAT FINE P0/N7 THEY'LL
GET DOWN TO 8USHVESS!!'-'9

you

to

STILL A WALKER

Former
Trufhan,
still, a walker, braves the
sweltering weather outside
his Independence, Mo . home.
President

'tarry

5.

•A•

•
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Koalas May Be "Dumb"
Buvf Can Be Trained

•

This is truly a masterpiece of animal training Koalas actually
never sleep in a position like this-they wedge their little rumps
between forked tree branches for security before taking a snooze.

I

Mrs. Marie Green
Will Tearh Ladies
+Class In School

ALMANAC

Census — Adults .... 106
Census — Nursery . .
9
Admissions, August 9, 1968
Virgil Darnell, Route 1, HickMrs Marge Green will be
man: Miss Bobbie Hunt, Sidon
teaching the
Adult Ladies
Mississippi; Mrs Marporie GarClass. August 12-16 at
land, 512 South 13th. Murray each evening during the 7130
FamMaster Mitchell Paschall, Route ily Bible School to be
conduct4, Murray: Mrs. Janet Duncan ed at the 7th 5. Poplar
Church
Route 1, Dexter: Mrs Barbara of
Christ.
Hudson, 1718 Keenland Drive
Mrs. Green, who now lives
Murray; Miss Penny Todd, Rt.
in Bloomington, Minnesota, is
1, Lynn Grove; Miss Reta Wil the author of two
outstanding
hams, New Concord; Miss Chris- books, "Martha.
Martha" and
tine Spann, 1517 Parklane Dr. "A Life With
Wings." These
Murray. Mrs. Lottie Gamer4 books
are used in Ladies Bible
719 Murray Courts, Murray; classes all across
America. She
Telus Broach, Route 3, Puryear,
is always in demand as a
Tenn Roland Kimbro, Route speaker for Biblically
oriented
3, Murray; Willie Lawrence, Rt- lectureships, workshops, etc.
1, Lynn Grove
She has spoken in Oklahoma,
Dismissals
, Texas, Illinois, Wisconsin, MinMrs Grace Ahart, Route
nawita, and Michigan. In addiDexter; Albert Cunningham, tion to her lecturing
in several
Route 6, Murray; Wilmoth Ray, states, she teaches three
class1200 Main Street, Murray; Jam- es regularly at the
Hopkins,
es Grooms. Route 1, Hazel. Minnesota Church of Christ.
Charlene Morgan, Route 3, MurMrs. Green, besides being a
ray; Bobby Butler, Route 2. wife, mother, and
grandmothMurray. Barbara Harrod, Route er, is a full-time
Supervisor
5, Murray; Loyd Pritchett, Dex- of Accounts Receivable DepartRowland,
Edgar
ter;
110 _South ment of a large manufacturing
12th, Murray; Mrs. Hal Houston, firm in Minnesota.
Keenland Drive, Murray;
Marie Magraw, Cad's; Kathy
Hutchins. 51P4 South 41b,
Murray.

by United Press international
Today is Monday, August 12,
the 225th day of 1968 with 141
to follow.
The moon is between its full
stage and last quarter.
The morning star 13 Saturn.
The evening star is Venus.
On this day in history:
In 1851, Isaac Singer w a I
granted a patent for his sewing
machine and set up business in
Boston with a capital of $40.
In 1877, Thomas Edison completed a crude model of the
first talking machine.
In 1898, a peace treaty was
signed ending the Spanish-American war after 3 months, 22
days.
In 1961, a U.S. satellite was
orbited in space, eralding a
new era of world communications by radio and television.
A thought for the day: Novelist Somerset Maugham said,
"People ask you for criticism,
but they want only praise"

Columbia, Iffaryland—

New Type of City

Census — Adults
99
Federal State Market News
Census -- Nursery
9
Service, August 12. 1968. KenAdmissions, August 10, 196$ tucky Purchase Area Hog MarMiss Diane Beale, Alma; ket Report includes 9 buying
James Shekell, Route 3, Mur- stations.
ray; Mrs. Marjorie Barnett, Box
Receipts 2006; Barrows and
RICHARD NIXON looks a bit weary as he catches up on some
263, Murray: Miss Tammy At- Gilts 25c ,to 50c lower: Sows
paper work before leaving Miami Beach after capturing the
kins, Route 3, Dover, Tenn.; uneven and steady.
Republican presidential nomination,.
Mrs. Letha Reynolds, Route 3, US 2-3 200-250 lbs. $19 75-20.25'
Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Hontas Few 1-2 $20.50;
Gardner... 1621 Olive Street, US 24 190-290 lbs $19.25-19.75,
More parody from the indusMurray; Miss Deborah Russell, US 2-4 230-250 lbs $18.75-19.25; Health Data System
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) — try, this.__in reference to the
Route .2. Kirksey; Kerry Bran- US 3-4 250-280 lbs 518.25-18.75;
The California Health Data preference for blacks in stockdon, Route 2. Paducah; Timothy SOWS:
Brandon, Route 2. Paducah; US 1-2 270-350 lbs 516.25-17.50; Corp is sponsoring a computer- ings: "Black is the color of my
lied health data system capable true --love's sheers."
Gary Jackson, Route 1, Hazel; US 1-3 300-450 lbs $15.25-16.25;
of serving more than 600 Cali• • •
Miss Susan Seay, 1006 Solley ITS'2-3 400-600 lbs $15.25-18.00.
fornia hospitals.
Drive, Nashville, Term.; Plenty
designers take
Swimwear
The system, known as Mediof the
Walker. 501 Pine Street, Mur- Restoration
Record, is des,igned to accept note of fashion's return
ray; Joe Dunn, Route 3, BenFLORENCE. Italy rUPIi — infoimation on each patient waistline and bring back the
ton; Mrs, Sammie Lawson, Rt. The National Library of Flor- hospitalized. process the data belt on summer's water-going
5, Murray.
ence was reopened recently af- at a central computer facility, crop. Belts are tied, buckled,
Dismissals
ter 14 months' restoration and , provide physicians with even chain-linked and show up
Virgil Darnell, Route 1. Hick- work on the million books— statistics on hospital operations on one piece as well as the more
covered two-part versions
man: Miss Diane Beale, Alma; one-third of the total collec- and efficiency.
-damaged in last year's
Jessie Sherman, Route 4, M
ray; Russell Anderson, 401 Col- floods, along with the building,
lege Ct., Murray; Mrs. Virginia and its furnishings.
It was estimated that only
R- ute 3. Dover. Tenn.;
ee -:a Churchill. 1507 Card- 10.000 to 20.000 books were a
inal Drive. Murray: William total loss, but 700,000 volumes
Murdock. Rolite 1. Lynn Grove; are still drying out and restoPaul W. Houser. Route 1, Ben- ration work may take another
nine or 10 years.
t-n; Zilpha G. Cook, Hazel; Fred

si
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A lunar eclipse occurs when
the moon enters the earth's
900,000-mile-long shadow
•

•

•

Connecticut paid its last
bounty for a mountain lion in
1769.

by RAYMOND WItCOVE
- Centr... Press Assar-taturs Corru..poitttent
WASHINGTON A new city is rising in the megalopolis corridor between the nation's capital And Raltirecrre which its planners hope will point the way to what they 04.11.-The Next Amer.
is Columbia. Md...- and it IS approximately ohe year old: It
IA a city in a rural setting. "It is a place." may its planners,
"where kids can fish in a lake; walk ride a bike or a horse, or
a bus to get where they want to. where you can shop".m.neerby
rtores, swim play golf-or tennis, meet-Thends or enjoy privacy,
hear a concert cr have a _picnic; where.there are trees and sunlight.'grass and benches. landscaped „parkways and quiet lanes.'
Approximately $100 minion is being invested in Columbia by
the .Connecticut Life Insurance C.. chase Manhattaq_Alankl
,—
Teachers Insurance & Annuity
Assoc.,'Morgan Guaranty Bank. vehicular
traffic to ezrable PedEquitagre Life Assurance So- estrun to
.-reach rschools and
ciety, John Menem+. Mutual shoppmg
centers in safety. All
,..r2_x
.
Life Insurance Co_ aimd cathe
new et y IN
The'lrfaCher"- aground anonn.m
There will
A no,teleceletta,
. be
Jame, Rouse. Baltimore mutt,F.ge.. banker and developer.
transmiAion tower Wilt' take
. The new- city is approximate- are of
all TV reception. .
ly the size of Manhattan. Its
Culturally, the community rm
22-square-mile area of 15.0tk
"ac-rea twill eventually contain .,_• Elready being,strved by a 3.50R--atsm,,Wlic pavilion, the summer
some 30.000 dwelling units, bur'"
nearly one-third of its acreage home of the Washington Na-.
trona!
Symphony
Projected
wdi remain open country. Included in the open area will be also are_a two-year junior colgklf courses. pve lakes, a 450- lege and a four-year internadi re game preserve, gardens tional ...liege, with f;rI per cefft
of its faculty and students from
and woods ,
other countries:1_,
Columbia is an open' CCCIICOLUMBIA will consist of lo
ncy city
It includes singlevillages, eat h with its on n
--hoPping center and two Sr homes selling for $21,600 to
three residential neighborhoods $47.040, town house',. pia ed
There is also a major centrally- from $10i.900 to $38.900: and
apartm, fits renting -from- $127
located 'shopping center.
•
Si hoots will be within walk- to $355 a month- There' will also
ing diatance, with special walk. be low-rust pousing for families,
'says which tunnel underneath with annual income. of $5200
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LARGE VOLUME — LOW PROFIT
"Service Built Our Business"
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SHOWING by ML HERBERT TIETZER

College Cleaners
1411 Olive
— FREE PICKUP and DELIVERY —
Phone 753-3852
Truly Fine Cleaning

NEW CHIEF of the Warsaw
Pact armed forces is Gen.
Sergel' M. Shtemenk
abovel, replacing retiring'
Gcn. Mikhail I. Kazakov
Staemenko was demoted i
disgrace after Stalin's death
but climbed slowly back.

Thcmpson, Route 1. Hardin; Bridge, History.
fhvroas Smithmier, 67 Shady
FULTON. Mo 'UPI) — Mrs.
Oaks Trailer Ct., Murray; Mrs. Virgil Johnston. Jr served up ,
Barbara Hudson, 1718 Keene- four perfect bridge hands in
land Drive, Murray; Patricia one deal, one to herself, othe, Carrico, Route 4, Parkland Dr., to Mrs Isabel Lanham. M
Murray; Jessie Maupin, 1602 Mary Ann Blackburn and Si
Ryan Ave., Murray; Christine Cary Drake
Spann, 1511 Parkland . Drive,
Murray: Bobby Knight, Route Limit
LIMA. Peru , UP!, — The'
1, Hardin; Odessa McKinney,
Route 5, Murray, Mrs. Mamie government has limited to $55.
the daily expense allowance for;
Hall. 1603 Miller, Murray; Miss officials
traveling abroad on
penny . Todd, Route 1, Lynn _government
business.
Grove.

This is Wild lake Village Green, the first completed
village center in the new city of Columbia, Md

rtj etemmie 3orban iphoppe
LOOTERS SCURRY in i I ',at of a department store in th.
Liberty City rhistry ,1 it
irig r,ie nil strife in Miami
FL,
Some 300 Nit- .(;•;.irdsmen were op
duty

•
—nee

•

Unite(

k.

Troops were first transported
by air in September 1918 when
several planes carried 18 men
from Chanute Field, Ill., to
Champaign, Ill

PRESENTS

4

an—
GRAND RIVERS, Ky.
William Archie Welton, 15, of
Hobart, Ind , drowned Sunday
in Kentucky Lake near the
Grand Rivers Boat Dock.
was recovered
His body
.
nearly an hour later by two
Evansville, lnd., men.

Nfle,pl pe l'

AUSTRALIA'S koalas are cute, cuddly and kindly. But for
many years. zoologists have Admitted they aren't terribly bnght.
The little animals cant be trained, they insisted, because they
just don't have the aptitude to be trained as performers like
dogs, elephants. bears'and lions. But Alan Reid. of Brisbane. in
-the Australian state of Queensland, has proved the,experts can
make mistakes.
' .Reid's irpupe of the cuddly little marsupials are the star attractions at Lone Pine Koai.1 Sanctuary, operated by Alan 'and
his faintly -a home foripor'e than 120 koalas. And, incidentally,
koalas are not on the decrease, as is. often feared. At' Lone Pine
alone they are J:.r10•€1inf. SKI SW'
eessfully that three or' four',Like many ladies, the koala
dozen are released earls, year; stares haughtily ahead with her
to their native habitat. ' ' 1*back turned to Reid. But, when
So. well trained are Reid's be changes, to highly complikoalas that the daily "show" ,, mentary remarks, 'a la Charles
begins with a riverside greeting._ Boyer, the tide turns: .the little
The sanctuary fronts the wind- koala turns and gives her
sag Brisbane River and there.: trainar a loving hug
to greet the incoming fernea,. Another of Re.d's feats with
is a baby koala riding bareback ithe tiny marsupials involves
on a huge German Shepherd' the training of his koalas to lie
dog. Later on. 'inside the - zoo-..clown on a tiny mattress, close
sanctuary compound, Reid in- ,.their eyes and 'play steep
troduces an amusing show of !, This is surprising to all who
universal appeal
know the tiny animals, for their
• •.
normal sleeping posture is quite
IN ONE of the -acts". Alan different. They sleep high in
Reid holds a female koala in the tops of trees their rudips
the palm of his hand and be- wedged between the forks of
gins a highly critical assess- branches. They never sleep any
"rent of her female Charms, other way

•

4

15 Year Old Boy
Drowns On Sunday

Market Report

by STEVE LISSY .
Writteo Especially fur C.sitral Press mai This

Hospital Report
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